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Word problems for developing mathematical reasoning 

Mathematical reasoning is a widely analyzed topic amongst secondary and high school students. It is 

widely believed that mathematical reasoning is only possible for students once they are aware of 

various mathematical concepts, so we decided to check whether 4-year-olds are capable of 

mathematical reasoning. We used word problems that have been shown to develop mathematical 

reasoning for 8–10-year-old students in Schliemann et al. (2002). In this study, we adapted the 

methodology to test the word problem with a 4-year-old child and older solvers. 

We analyze ides about mathematical reasoning from Thompson et al. (2012), Arbaugh et al. (2018) 

and Stylianides et al. (2016) and define word problem solving characteristics that develop 

mathematical reasoning. 

A word problem develops mathematical reasoning, if solving includes argumentation, justification or 

patterns identification and if it uses the statements known to a presenter and a class community. 

Experiment with a 4-year-old student 

We adapt the word problem for 4-year-old students, who may not know how to read. We illustrate 

the problem and change the numbers to smaller ones. Our aim is to check if we can develop 

mathematical reasoning from early years and to see how students of different ages solve the same 

problem.  

A word problem from Schliemann et al. (2002) is used: 

Table A has 3 candy bars and 2 chairs. Table B has 6 candy bars and 4 chairs. Table C has 5 candy 

bars and 2 chairs.  Show how you would divide the candy bars equally among those at each table. 

Which table would you sit at? Convince us that you chose the best table. Are any tables the same? 

The numbers in the original problem are such that at the first and second tables the subject gets 1 and 

a half candy bars, and at the third table there are 2 and a half candy bars. Our word problem (illustrated 

in Figure 1), using smaller numbers so younger kids do not make mistakes in computation. The solver 

must choose between tables where the bear character gets less than 1, more than 1 or 1 cupcake. The 

question is formulated in the following way: All bears are going to sit on chairs. If the bear wants to 

eat as many cupcakes as possible, at which table he should sit? Could you explain why? 

A 4-year-old girl attending kindergarten solved this word problem. During the interview, she 

expressed ideas such as:  

Girl: At the first table, the bear would get one cupcake. 
Interviewer: Really? How many bears will sit there? 
Girl: Four bears. Then we need to cut this cupcake into two parts. This bear will get one 

part; another bear will get second part (points to chairs). Let us cut another cupcake 



 

 

into two parts. This bear will get one part; another bear will get the second part 
(points to chairs). 

Interviewer: How much would each teddy bear get? 
Girl: By four parts1. 
Interviewer: How much would each bear get sitting at 

the middle table? 
Girl: He would get two. 
Interviewer: Even two? Why? 
Girl: There are two chairs, three cupcakes. 
Interviewer: One would get two, and the other? 
Girl: Then we can cut one cupcake. One would 

get two and another the other two. 
Interviewer: But not two whole ones? 
Girl: By one and part2. 
Interviewer: And at the third table. 
Girl: They will get one each. 
Interviewer: Where is it best to sit? 
Girl: At this table (shows to the middle table), there they will get two cupcakes each. 

Results 

We interviewed different age groups with the same task. The justification was different, but correct 

amongst all interviewees, and we can identify that the argumentation changes during the learning 

period. The 4-year-old solver makes mistakes in the concepts she used, but shows correct reasoning. 

Our results show that we can use word problems that develop mathematical reasoning for younger 

kids.  
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1 The 4-year-old student indicated that each bear would receive ¼ of two cupcakes. She did not say this explicitly because 

she has not learned fractions and could therefore not articulate the answer in those terms. 

2 Same comment as above. The 4-year-old student indicated each bear would receive 1 ½ cupcakes. 

Figure 1: Mathematical reasoning word 
problem in image


